
 

Each NFT court design is a mirror of an actual painted mural on basketball court by our Meta gang. 
Which are all now gearing towards creating a wonderful virtual world full of games, purpose and friendly 
hangs in the MetaVerse. 

 

***1-1000 NFT Metahoop Collection  

• Our collection will be limited to 1000 courts.  

• 24 Courts will be released every 3 months until we reach our 1000 mark.  

• Each Metahoop Court will gradually work it's way into the Virtual Reality world for the 
Metaverse.  

• Each Court Owner will be granted a pass to enter and hang out in other owners virtual 
Metahoop courts. But will only be granted to play and shoot once owning a basketball or any items from 
the court.  

• an owner of any NFT item bought from the # court will allow them to have passage to enter and 
make use of that item in the particular court  

• Court Owners are encouraged to suggest what they want to see sold out their courts. 

 

***PAINTING  

• Has 3 months after being the original buyer of a numbered court to submit a design of choice 
for the Free Painting Shout out/Dedication. To where Metahoops have 3 months to deliver upon 
receiving the suggested design.  

• if there is a suggested court that has granted us permission where we can reach, we can apply 
the free shout out design there.  

• If the venue suggested is out of town or out of reach. Metahoops team will have the choice to 
where the give back and which court will receive the Free Painting. 

 



***EARNINGS  

• A Court Owner will receive 1/3 of the profit for each NFT item sold out the particular # court.  

• For each item Resold forward, Metahoops gets 5 percent of the profit, where the court owners 
will get 1/3 off of that. 

 

 

 

**"Payment System  

• If there are any NFT item sold belonging to a court, immediately the 1/3 profit becomes 
available for the court owner. The court owners with items sold from their courts can choose to get paid 
through dollars or Etherium. Can choose or arrange whether to receive once a month in their bank 
accounts or Crypto Wallets, or otherwise (negotiable). 

 

***VISION  

After the release of 1000 courts, we are anticipating to flourish from building up the community with 
activities that connects each court to accomplishing each owners’ goals and dreams. By inspiring with 
sports and arts, using it as a passage way and a bridge to push the charities in the physical, matching the 
energy of the digital, while enjoying the growth of it financially as a whole.  

• -nearly an Acre of land in Lipa City Batangas, Philippines is where our prototype Fantasy Dream 
Court being built. The Home Base to Metahoops.  

• we will duplicate the Dream Court in different points across the map. Stemming from the 
Philippines, America, Europe, anywhere they love and welcome basketball. The land will be bought by 
the community to where the stock holders are the 1000 owners of the Metahoop courts.  

• we will open up the 1000 courts in the metaverse for all ages to enjoy. Concerts, Tournaments, 
Professional Gaming, Networking, we want to be global, and we want to not only make waves culturally, 
we also want to give back. 

 


